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1. Purpose
The purpose of this Report is to present to the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board (MVLWB/the
Board) a Permafrost Management and Monitoring Plan (Plan) Version 2 (V2) submitted by Canadian Zinc
Corporation (CZN) to fulfill condition 49 of Land Use Permit (Permit) MV2014F0013, Part F, condition 9
of Water Licence (Licence) MV2014L8-0006, and Part E, condition 9 of Licence MV2019L8-0002.
2. Background
•
•
•
•
•
•

November 13, 2019 – Issuance of Permit MV2014F0013, Licence MV2014L8-0006, and Licence
MV2019L8-0002;
December 18, 2019 – Permafrost Management and Monitoring Plan V2 received;
December 18, 2019 – Permafrost Management and Monitoring Plan V2 review commenced;
January 22, 2020 – Reviewer comments and recommendations due and received;
January 29, 2020 – Responses due and received; and
February 13, 2020 – Permafrost Management and Monitoring Plan presented to the Board for
decision.

3. Discussion
Project History
On November 13, 2019, the Board issued Permit MV2014F0013, Licence MV2014L8-0006, and
MV2019L8-0002 for CZN’s Prairie Creek Mine All Season Road (ASR) Project (attached). The ASR crosses
three jurisdictions including Nahanni National Park Reserve (NNPR), Territorial land, and Indian Affairs
Branch (IAB) land (Federal). The authorizations for NNPR is administered by Parks Canada (PC), while the
Territorial and IAB lands are under the Board’s jurisdiction. As the section of the ASR that the Board
regulates is split interest, three authorizations are required: two Licences MV2014L8-0006 (Territorial)
and MV2019L8-0002 (IAB lands), and one Permit MV2014F0013 (for both types of lands).
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The ASR Project is phased, where Phase 1 is for the construction and operation of a Winter Road to
support the construction of the ASR, conducting geotechnical investigation, and transporting equipment
and material to the Prairie Creek Mine. Phase 2 is the construction of the ASR, and Phase 3 is the
operation of the ASR. Since the Project is phased, CZN is required to submit management plans prior to
the commencement of each phase. At the time of issuance, the Board denied Version 1 of CZN’s
Permafrost Management and Monitoring Plan for the ASR Project and required CZN to re-submit the
Plan for Board approval. On December 18, 2019, CZN submitted Version of 2 of the Permafrost
Management and Monitoring Plan (attached).
Authorization Requirements
The Permafrost Management and Monitoring Plan is required by condition 48 of Permit MV2014F0013,
Part F, condition 9 of Water Licence MV2014L8-0006, and Part E, condition 9 of Licence MV2019L80002:
A minimum of 90 days prior to the commencement of Phase 1 activities, the Permittee
shall submit to the Board, for approval, a revised Permafrost Management and
Monitoring Plan. The Permittee shall not commence Phase 1 activities prior to Board
approval.
A minimum of 90 days prior to the commencement of Phase 1 activities, the Licensee
shall submit to the Board, for approval, a revised Permafrost Management and
Monitoring Plan. The Licensee shall not commence any Phase 1 activities prior to Board
approval. Subsequent revisions shall be in accordance with Part B, condition 10.
Version 2 of the Permafrost Management and Monitoring Plan is only required to address Permafrost
management and monitoring associated with Phase 1 activities, which is the construction of the Winter
Road. The Permafrost Management and Monitoring Plan is required to be in accordance with condition
48 of Permit MV2014F0013 and Part F, condition 8 of Licence MV2014L8-0006 (including Schedule 4,
condition 2) and Part E, condition 8 of MV2019L8-0002 (including Schedule 3, condition 2). The
requirements for the Permafrost Management and Monitoring Plan are the same for the Permit and the
Licences, and are listed below:
a) Fulfills Report of EA Measure 12-1 Part 4;
b) Identification of monitoring (survey, sampling, testing) methods, locations (provide a
map), site selection and parameters for Permafrost baseline collection and short/long
term monitoring;
c) A summary of findings from baseline collection and how it will be used to inform
detailed and final design of the Winter Road, All Season Road, Borrow Pits, and other
infrastructure in a way that anticipates and avoids Permafrost degradation and
associated impacts on the surrounding environment;
d) Monitoring duration and frequency including any criteria that will be used to modify
this frequency or discontinue monitoring;
e) Quality assurance and quality control measures;
f) A mechanism for reporting and interpreting the baseline, short- and long-term
monitoring data;
g) Proposed control and mitigation measures; and
h) A description of an Adaptive Management framework that satisfies the requirements
of Report of EA Appendix B, including but not limited to:
i. A decision tree that outlines the path of Adaptive Management decisions based on
results of both the short- and long-term monitoring program.
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The Board also provided a list of Directives in its Issuance Letter dated November 13, 2019 (attached),
that are shown in Table 1 below. Board staff note that CZN provided a conformity table in Version 2 of
the Permafrost Management and Monitoring Plan and addressed the requirements in the Permit and
Licenses listed above, as well as the Board Directives listed in Table 1.
Table 1. Board Directives for Permafrost Management and Monitoring Plan Version 1 from November
13, 2019
Item

Board Directive

a.
b.

Update the legend of Figure A Permafrost Map of Canada so that it is readable.
Include details about instrumented boreholes, including locations, depths and
instrumentation details. This should include any new data from summer 2019
investigation work that was used to revise the plan for ground temperature
instrumentation.
Provide additional details on the installation timeline for the ground temperature
cables (GTCs), particularly those that will be used in the baseline data collection.
Provide details about acquiring a robust baseline ground temperature dataset for
permafrost areas, by collecting baseline data for as long as possible leading up to
construction, as required by Measure 12-1.
Provide details about the selection of the two fully instrumented road sections,
as described in CZN’s response to ENR 97.
Provide additional information on the selection criteria for “high-risk permafrost
areas” and a list of potential areas being considered for this instrumentation, as
described by CZN in response to ENR 98.
Provide additional information on the frequency of permafrost monitoring and
inspections, as described by CZN in response to ENR 99.
Include consideration to results from the Scotty Creek Research Station in further
versions of the Plan.

c.
d.

e.
f.

g.
h.

Review Comment
Reference May
15, 2019
ECCC-17
ENR-94, PC-136

ENR-95
ENR-96

ENR-97
ENR-98

ENR-99
LKFN-1

4. Public Review
By January 22, 2020 comments and recommendations on the Plan were received from 5 reviewers and
Board staff:
•
•
•
•
•

Acho Dene Koe First Nation (ADKFN)
Government of Northwest Territories – Department of Environment and Natural Resources (GNWTENR)
Inspector from GNWT- Department of Lands (Lands Inspector)
Parks Canada (PC)
Racher Consulting (Racher), on behalf of Łıı ́dl ́ ı̨ıK̨ úę ̨́First Nation and Naha Dehe Dene Band

CZN responded by January 29, 2020. The Review Summary and Attachments (attached) presents the
concerns identified through this review. CZN addressed most of the comments adequately, but a few
outstanding issues remain from the review.
Main Issues Raised during the Review
The following summarizes the main issues raised during the review:
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(a) Acho Dene Koe First Nation
During the review, ADKFN submitted a letter regarding the incorporation of Dene Knowledge and Dene
Monitors, and ADKFN representation on the Road Oversight Committee (ADKFN-1). ADKFN commented
that the Permafrost Management and Monitoring Plan V2 does not mention ADKFN when it comes to
incorporating Dene knowledge and use of Dene Monitors, and that it is ADKFN’s expectation to be
represented on the Road Oversight Committee. In response, CZN indicated it would be pleased to
include any Dene Knowledge from ADKFN. Regarding the Dene Monitors, CZN indicated that ADKFN
should contact the Road Oversight Committee for the participation of Dene Monitoring. Finally, CZN
indicated that ADKFN is welcome to make presentations to the ROC members.
Board staff recommend the Board require CZN to update the Permafrost Management and Monitoring
Plan to reflect CZN’s commitment to include Dene Knowledge from ADKFN and continue to engage with
ADKFN regarding the Dene Monitor arrangements.
(b) Revision Table for the Permafrost Management and Monitoring Plan
GNWT-ENR recommended that the revision history table in the Permafrost Management and
Monitoring Plan be updated to include all revisions and updates between V1 an V2 of the Plan, in
accordance with Part B, condition 10 of the Water Licences (GNWT-ENR 1). Part B, condition 10 in both
Water Licences states that:
The Licensee shall submit revised plans, reports, studies, and programs for Phases 1, 2, and 3 to
the Board for approval, unless otherwise directed by the Board. Unless otherwise specified, a
minimum of 90 days prior to commencement of each phase and implementing any proposed
updates or changes in the plans, reports, studies, and programs, the Licensee shall submit all
revisions to the Board for approval. Any revision submission shall include a revision history table
and a summary of the revisions previously made. The Licensee shall not commence activities for
each phase or implement revisions until approved by the Board.
Board staff note that CZN submitted a draft Permafrost Management Plan on February 20, 2019 with
their Post-EA Information Package (attached) in response to a request from Board staff and Parks
Canada staff (attached). GNWT-ENR referred to the requirement to include a revision history table as
per the above condition, however the draft Permafrost Management Plan CZN submitted in February
20, 2019 (V1) was submitted before the Water Licenses were issued. Consequently, Part B, condition 10
applies to subsequent versions of the Permafrost Management and Monitoring Plan submitted following
issuance of the Water Licences on November 13, 2019. Board staff recommend that the Board not
require CZN to update the revision table at this time, and note that conditions in the Licenses (Part B,
condition 9 and 10) and Permit (condition 129) will require CZN to include a revision history table in the
next version of the Plan. These conditions will also address the concern raised by GNWT-ENR that future
Permafrost Management and Monitoring Plans should be consistent between versions (GNWT-ENR 2).
(c) Ground Temperature Monitoring
According to the Permafrost Management and Monitoring Plan, data collected by instrumentation
called ground temperature cables (GTCs) and single bead thermistors (SBTs) will be used as baseline
data to inform the design of the All Season Road. GNWT-ENR recommended that CZN clarify the
timeline for installation of the GTCs and SBTs along the All Season Road alignment after Winter Road
construction, given that the Permafrost Management and Monitoring Plan currently states that ground
temperatures require three months of monitoring to establish baseline ground temperatures (GNWTENR 6). CZN replied that “GTC and SBT installations are to occur throughout March, when the Winter
Geotechnical Investigation Program will be completed”. They also indicated later that in response to the
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same comment that “The Winter Geotechnical Investigation Data Report will be issued at the end of the
following April and will include preliminary baseline ground temperature results from the first month of
monitoring”.
CZN’s response suggests to Board staff that CZN may be intending to only use one month of ground
temperature data for the baseline monitoring. Board staff note that page 14 of the Permafrost
Management and Monitoring states that “Ground temperatures typically require a minimum of three
months of monitoring to establish baseline ground temperatures for permafrost areas”. In response to a
question from Board staff about the frequency that the GTCs and SBTs will be logging ground
temperature measurements, CZN responded that “Significant changes in permafrost ground
temperatures often take months to become apparent, therefore, taking daily ground temperature
measurements will be quite sufficient” (MVLWB-7). This reiterates that one month of baseline data may
not be adequate to establish baseline ground temperatures for permafrost areas.
Board staff believe that if CZN is intending on using one month of permafrost monitoring data to
establish baseline conditions, the Permafrost Management and Monitoring Plan should be updated,
including justification for how the smaller data set would be appropriate. This would allow the Board to
understand if reviewers agree that the updated proposed baseline data duration is appropriate. Board
staff suggest that the Board remind CZN in the decision letter to update and re-submit the Plan with
justification for using baseline ground temperature results from the first month of monitoring if this is
CZN’s intention.
(d) Traffic Control Mitigation and Road Operations Maintenance Plan
Management of snow drifting and accumulation was noted as a method to manage permafrost
degradation in the Permafrost Management and Monitoring Plan. Parks Canada commented that these
permafrost management strategies are not explicitly included within the adaptive management
responses within the Traffic Control Mitigation and Road Operations and Maintenance Plan (PC-2). CZN
responded that they will update the Traffic Control Mitigation and Road Operations and Maintenance
Plan’s adaptive management responses to reflect the use of snow fences and/or regrading. Board staff
have included this as a possible Board Directive for the Traffic Control Mitigation and Road Operations
and Maintenance Plan.
(e) Other Outstanding Items
During the review, CZN responded “OK”, agreed to update the Permafrost Management and Monitoring
Plan, or provided information that would make the Plan more understandable, based on the reviewer
comments. These comments should be reflected in a revised Permafrost Management and Monitoring
Plan. Board staff have summarized those comments in Table 2 below. Board staff recommend the Board
require CZN to submit a revised Permafrost Management and Monitoring Plan in accordance with Table
2.
Table 2: Recommended Board Directives Permafrost Management and Monitoring Plan Version 2
Item
1.

2.

Outstanding items requiring updating
Update to incorporate available TK from AKDFN and reflect the commitment that
CZN will include AKDFN’s TK study to updated Permafrost Management and
Monitoring Plans when relevant. CZN to continue engaging with ADKFN regarding
incorporating TK and involvement with monitoring.
Update Figure B to the 1995 version of the Permafrost Map of Canada and
include the following in the figure caption: 1) the permafrost categories and

Review comment
reference
ADKFN-1

ENR-3; Parks-6
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3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.

11.

12.

13.
14.

15.

corresponding colours and 2) a link to where the document can be accessed
online. Ensure that the legend is legible.
Present additional details as to how the estimate of permafrost sections along the
ASR route decreased from 73 km to as low as 25 km.
Update Section 6.2 to include a reference to the appropriate section of Appendix
C that provides additional detail on the criteria used to refine the number of
instrumentation locations, and clarifies how the number and locations changed
from that which was previously proposed.
Update the low action level response in Section 7.1.1 to indicate that
performance monitoring of the affected area will be increased to twice weekly.
Update to include the criteria for selection of the fully instrumented road
sections, as described in response to ENR-10.
Update Section 5.1 to reference Allnorth and Tetra Tech’s previous
reconnaissance work completed in 2014 and 2018, as opposed to 2018 and 2019.
Update Section 5.3 to include a reference to the section of the Spill Contingency
Plan that CZN is referring to when discussing guidance on responses and actions
that could be followed from drainage blockages.
Update Section 5.4 with the correct name of the Traffic Control Mitigation and
Road Operations and Maintenance Plan.
Update to include reference to snow management in the Traffic Control
Mitigation and Road Operations and Maintenance Plan and the adaptive
management response of using snow fences and/or regrading.
Update the statement in Section 6.1 about annual reporting to read: “Completed
inspection reports and findings will be interpreted and reported in CZN’s Annual
Permit and Water Licence Report to be submitted to the MVLWB and PC
following PWR deactivation”.
Consider updating Section 6.3 to include the information about the frequency of
monitoring and quality control checks for the settlement survey monuments and
standpipe piezometer, as included in the response to the review comment.
Update Appendix A and B with links to the Access Road Map Book and 2018
Geotechnical Investigation Report that work.
Update Section 5.1 to include details about the personnel who will complete the
pre-construction scouting, and a list of characteristics that will be used to identify
permafrost conditions.
Update to include the inspection form that can be used by the Construction
Manager to document the performance monitoring for permafrost and the
associated adaptive management response action.

ENR-5
ENR-7

ENR-9; PC-7
ENR-10
MVLWB-2
MVLWB-3

MVLWB-4
MVLWB-2; PC-2

MVLWB-6

MVLWB-10

MVLWB-11
PC-1

PC-3

5. Conclusion
Board staff conclude that further information was provided by CZN in their responses to reviewer
comments; however, some reviewers requested additional information be provided, which could be
submitted prior to commencement of activities.
This Plan should be revised and re-submitted to reflect updates as agreed to during the review and to
reflect the scope of the activities as applied for. The Board will need to determine whether the
information requested shall be submitted and reviewed prior to approval, or whether the
Permit/Licence provides enough flexibility for staff conformity of revisions.
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6. Recommendation
Board staff recommend the Board make a motion to approve the Permafrost Management and
Monitoring Plan version 2 as required by Land Use Permit MV2014F0013, Water Licence MV2014L80006 and Water Licence MV2019L8-0002 as an interim submission. Canadian Zinc Corporation is
required to submit a revised submission in accordance with comments and commitments made during
this review 60 days prior to commencement of Phase 1, for confirmation of conformity from Board
staff.
A draft decision letter is attached. Board staff recommend the Board also remind CZN of the following:
• Update and re-submit the Plan, in accordance with condition 129 of MV2014F0013 and Part B,
condition 9 and 10 of MV2014L8-0006 and MV2019L8-0002, with justification for using baseline
ground temperature results from the first month of monitoring, if appropriate.
Board staff have also prepared the following option to be included in the draft Decision Letter for the
Board’s consideration:
The Board notes CZN’s News Release dated February 4, 2020 regarding the change in Project
schedule, and has directed CZN to submit a revised Permafrost Management and Monitoring Plan
60 days prior to commencement of Phase 1. However, if an approved Permafrost Management and
Monitoring Plan is required for any activities conducted in the Summer of 2020, the Board directs
CZN to submit by March 16, 2020. Please contact Board staff to confirm the submission date of the
revised Permafrost Management and Monitoring Plan.

7. Attachments
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Permit MV2014F0013
Licence MV2014L8-0006
Licence MV2019L8-0002
Permafrost Management and Monitoring Plan
Issuance Letter for CZN All Season Road, dated November 13, 2019
Draft Permafrost Management Plan submitted February 20, 2019
Request from Board staff and Parks Canada to CZN for a Post-EA Information Package
CZN’s News Release dated February 4, 2020
Draft Decision Letter from the Board

Respectfully submitted,

Kimberley Murray
Regulatory Specialist

Jacqueline Ho
Regulatory Specialist
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Review Comment Table
Board:

MVLWB

Review Item:

Canadian Zinc Corporation ‐ Prairie Creek All Season Road Project ‐ Permafrost
Management and Monitoring Plan V.2 (MV2014F0013; MV2014L8‐0006;
MV2019L8‐0002; PC2014F0013; and PC2014L8‐0006)

File(s):

MV2014F0013_
MV2014L8‐0006_
MV2019L8‐0002
PC2014F0013_
PC2014L8‐0006_

Proponent:

CanZinc Corporation

Document(s):

Permafrost Management and Monitoring Plan Version 2 (36335 kb)

Item For Review
Distributed On:

Dec 18 at 12:06 Distribution List

Reviewer
Jan 22, 2020
Comments Due By:
Proponent
Jan 29, 2020
Responses Due By:
Canadian Zinc Corporation (CZN) has submitted Version 2 of its Permafrost
Management and Monitoring Plan on December 18, 2019 for the Prairie Creek All
Season Road Project. This Plan is required by the following authorizations under
the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board’s (MVLWB’s) jurisdiction: Permit
MV2014F0013, condition 48, Licence MV2014L8‐0006 (non‐federal lands), Part F
condition 8, Licence MV2019L8‐0002 (federal lands), Part E condition 8. This Plan
is required by the following authorizations under Parks Canada jurisdiction (lands
within Nahanni National Park Reserve): Permit PC2014F0013, condition 46,
Licence PC2014L8‐0006, Part F condition 8.

Item Description:

Reviewers are invited to submit comments and recommendations using the
Online Review System (ORS) by the review comment deadline specified below.
Please note that both Parks Canada and the Board are using the ORS to gather
comments, therefore all comments will be considered by both jurisdictions at
the same time. If reviewers seek clarification on the submission, they are
encouraged to correspond directly with the proponent prior to submitting
comments and recommendations.
Reviewers may also wish to consider providing an overarching
recommendation regarding whether they are in support of the submission to
provide context for comments and recommendations and to assist the Board
with its decision.
The document that has been uploaded to this review is also available on our
public Registry. If you have any questions or comments about the ORS or this
review, please contact the Board staff or Parks Canada staff identified below.
Jaqueline Ann Ho, Regulatory Specialist, MVLWB
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Telephone: (819) 766‐7455 Email: jho@mvlwb.com
Kimberley Murray, Regulatory Specialist, MVLWB
Telephone: (819) 766‐7458 Email: kmurray@mvlwb.com
Allison Stoddart, Environmental Assessment Specialist, Parks Canada
Telephone: (819) 420‐9188 Email: Allison.stoddart@canada.ca

Contact
Information:

Jacqueline Ho 867‐766‐7455
Kim Murray (867) 766‐7458
Comment Summary

Acho Dene Koe First Nation: Brooke Barber
ID

Topic

Reviewer
Proponent Response
Comment/Recommendation

1

Acho Dene Koe
First Nation
Review
Response

Comment (doc) Refer to
attached letter
Recommendation Refer to
attached letter

Jan 28: Re incorporation of
Dene knowledge, we refer to
our letter to the Board dated
Sep 30, 2019 which
responded to ADK's draft
permit comments. We note
that ADK advised that their
'overlapping' territory
encroaches on the first few
kilometres of the proposed
ASR alignment from the
Nahanni Butte access road.
Our letter also notes that an
exercise is already underway
to accumulate and
incorporate additional TK into
plans for Phase 2, and that
CZN is amenable to further
engaging with ADK to agree a
suitable process for acquiring
and including ADK's TK in this
exercise. We note that ADK is
coming very late in this Phase
1 process with a request to
incorporate their TK.
However, we will be happy to
include any TK that ADK
might wish to provide.
Regarding the use of
Monitors, suitably trained

Board Staff
Analysis
Board staff
recommend the
Board require CZN
to update the
Permafrost
Monitoring and
Management Plan
to reflect CZN’s
commitment to
include Dene
Knowledge from
ADKFN and
continue to engage
with ADKFN
regarding the Dene
Monitor
arrangements.
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Dene Monitors (DM's) are to
be appointed by the Road
Oversight Committee (ROC).
CZN recommends that ADK
approach the ROC regarding
the use of ADK Monitors.
Regarding representation on
the ROC, ADK is welcome to
make presentations to ROC
members.
GNWT ‐ ENR ‐ EAM (Environmental Assessment and Monitoring): Central Email GNWT
ID

Topic

13 General File

1

Reviewer
Proponent Response
Comment/Recommendation

Board Staff
Analysis

Comment (doc) ENR Letter
with Comments and
Recommendations
Recommendation

Topic: Revision Comment Comparison
between the PMP V1 and V2
History Table
and Summaries indicated several other
changes in the first five
sections of V1. For example,
Sections 4.1 ‐ Road
Construction and Borrow Pit
Development, 4.2 ‐ Road
Operations, 5.1 ‐ Permafrost
Identification and 5.4 ‐
Embankment Design were
removed, while important
changes were also noted
such as in Section 3 relating
to Project Description. ENR
notes that Part B: Item 10 of
MV2014L8‐0006 and
MV2019L8‐0002 states that
"The Licensee shall submit
revised plans, reports,
studies, and programs from
Phase 1, Phase 2, and Phase 3
to the Board for approval,
unless otherwise directed by
the Board. Any revisions
submission shall include a
revision history table and
summary of the revision
previously made." A brief
'Revision History' Table was
provided at the beginning of
the PMP V2; however, no

Jan 28: OK, however we
believe the revisions history
table is intended to define
changes between Phase 1,
Phase 2, and Phase 3
management plan versions.

Board staff note
that CZN provided
a draft Permafrost
Management and
Monitoring Plan
(submitted
February 20, 2019)
in response to a
request from
Board staff and
Parks Canada for a
Post‐EA
Information
Package.
Therefore,
Part B: Item 10 of
the Water
Licenses, that
requires any
revision
submission to
include a revision
history table and a
summary of the
revisions
previously made,
was not yet
applicable when
CZN submitted the
draft Plan. While
CZN is not required
to submit the
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2

Topic: Phase 1
(Winter Road),
Phase 2 &
Phase 3

summary details explaining
these changes (along with
associated locations (p. #)
where these changes were
made in the document) could
be found.
Recommendation 1) ENR
recommends that the
revision history table be
updated to include all
revisions and updates
between V1 and V2 of the
plan.

revision history
table and summary
of the revisions
previously made
for V2, Board staff
remind CZN to
include this in any
future updates to
the Permafrost
Management and
Monitoring Plan,
for all Project
phases.

Jan 28: OK
Comment Additional
permafrost investigations
were conducted, as required
under the EA 1415‐01,
Measure 12‐1 Part 1 and Part
2. The rationale for modifying
PMP V1 initially prepared for
the All Season Road to a
reduced version (PMP V2)
relating only/mostly to the
winter road (Phase 1), isn't
clear. The following excerpts
may provide further context
to Permafrost Management
Plans, with respect to various
phases: . "Measure 12‐1, Part
1 of EA requires the
Permafrost Management and
Monitoring Plan to inform
the design and construction
of the Project and prevent
impacts on the environment
from the Project during
construction. Therefore, the
Licensee is required to
submit this Plan for the
Board's approval prior to
commencement of Phase 1
activities. The Licensee is
required to describe the
permafrost management and
monitoring activities
associated with each phase."
[P. 30 of 72 of the
MV2014L8‐0006 Reasons for
Decision]. . "The Board
recognizes that the Plan may

Noted.
MV2014F0013,
condition 127,
MV2014L8‐0006
Part B, condition 9,
and MV2019L8‐
0002 Part B,
condition 9 require
that CZN submit
future Permafrost
Management and
Monitoring Plans
with a revision
history table and a
summary of
revisions
previously made.
This will allow
reviewers to easily
understand
updates to the
Plan.
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require revision in
subsequent phases. If
changes to the permafrost
management and monitoring
activities are proposed after
it is approved, the Licensee
must submit the revised
Permafrost Management and
Monitoring Plan to the Board
for approval prior to
implementing the proposed
changes. Part B, Condition 10,
applies to the Permafrost
Management and Monitoring
Plan if the Licensee proposes
changes to the Plan for Phase
2 and Phase 3 activities. The
revised Plan must be
approved by the Board prior
to commencing Phase 2 or
Phase 3 activities." [P. 30 of
72 of the MV2014L8‐0006
Reasons for Decision]. . "The
Board understands that the
Report of EA0809‐002
considers the activities for
Prairie Creek Mine and the
Winter Road. However, the
Report of EA0809‐002 was
released on December 8
2011, and subsequently the
Mining Licence MV2008L2‐
0002 and Permit
MV2008D0014 were issued
by the Board on June 14
2013. Both documents were
released before CZN applied
for the ASR Project on April
16, 2014 and the release of
Report EA1415‐01 for the
ASR Project. [P. 28 of 72 of
the Reasons for Decision].
Recommendation 1) ENR
recommends that future
PMPs are consistent between
versions. This would enable
ease of comparison to future
version and PMP components
should be easily identified
and followed through each
Phase (Phase 1, Phase 2 and
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Phase 3), while ensuring
systematic permafrost
monitoring and adaptive
management (EA1415‐01
Review Board Decision and
Conclusion).
3

Topic: Figure B ‐ Comment The legend in
Permafrost
Figure B has not been
Map of Canada updated, and is still not
legible.
Recommendation 1) ENR
recommends that CZN
update Figure B so that it is
legible.

Jan 28: OK, Figure B will be
Noted. Board staff
updated per Parks Canada ID suggest the Board
6 response.
direct CZN to make
this update in the
Plan.

4

Topic: Use of
Baseline Data

Noted.
Jan 28: Baseline ground
Appropriate
temperature data is not
relevant to the design of the response.
Pioneer Winter Road as the
road is a winter trail with no
embankments, borrow pits,
or permanent infrastructure.
The baseline data collected
during Phase 1 (PWR) from
the Winter 2020
Geotechnical Investigation
Program will be used to
refine the current ASR design
for Phase 2 to detailed
design. This may include
minor adjustments to the
ASR alignment, embankment
profiles types, borrow pit
footprints, and potentially
bridge abutments.

Comment The Conformity
Table ‐ Permits lists Section
3.2.3 as the section that
addresses the Board's
requirement to provide a
summary of findings from
baseline collection and how it
will be used to inform
detailed design of
infrastructure in a way that
anticipates and avoids
permafrost degradation and
associated impacts on the
surrounding environment.
ENR notes that while Section
3.2.3 summarizes the number
of borehole locations that
were found to intersect
permafrost, and Appendix D
includes additional detail on
the noted permafrost
locations, this section does
not provide any description
of how the baseline data will
be used to inform detailed
design, or avoid permafrost
degradation impacts. ENR
notes that it also isn't clear
how the estimate of
permafrost sections along the
ASR route decreased from 73
km to as low as 25 km. If
these details are presented
elsewhere, it would be
helpful to reference it here.
Recommendation 1) ENR
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recommends that CZN
provide additional detail on
how baseline data will be
used to inform detailed, and
final design of the Winter
Road, All Season Road,
Borrow Pits, and other
infrastructure in a way that
anticipates and avoids
permafrost degradation and
associated impacts on the
surrounding environment, as
directed by the Board.
5

None

Comment None
Recommendation 2) ENR
recommends that if there is
additional information
presented elsewhere
regarding the revised
estimate of permafrost
present along the ASR
alignment, a reference be
included in the text.

Jan 28: OK

Noted. Board staff
suggest the Board
direct CZN to
present additional
details as to how
the estimate of
permafrost
sections along the
ASR route
decreased from 73
km to as low as 25
km.

6

Topic: Ground
Temperature
Monitoring and
Reporting

Comment Section 6.2 states
that Ground Temperature
Cables (GTCs) and Single
Bead Thermistors (SBTs) will
be installed along the ASR
alignment after PWR
construction, prior to ASR
construction, and during the
Winter 2020 geotechnical
investigation program. Given
that CZN states that ground
temperatures require a
minimum of three months of
monitoring to establish
baseline ground
temperatures, it isn't clear if
there will be sufficient time
for these results to be
interpreted and reported as
part of the Winter 2020
Geotechnical Investigation
Report. It is also isn't clear
when baseline monitoring
will begin. ENR notes that a
similar comment regarding

Jan 28: GTC and SBT
installations are to occur
throughout March, when the
Winter Geotechnical
Investigation Program will be
completed. The baseline
ground temperature
information will be collected
a few days after installation
of a GTC/SBT, to allow
ground conditions to stabilize
after disturbances from
drilling. The Winter
Geotechnical Investigation
Data Report will be issued at
the end of the following April
and will include preliminary
baseline ground temperature
results from the first month
of monitoring.

Board staff note
that on page 14 of
the Permafrost
Management Plan
it states that
“Ground
temperatures
typically require a
minimum of three
months of
monitoring to
establish baseline
ground
temperatures for
permafrost areas”.
In response to the
review comment,
CZN has indicated
that the Winter
Geotechnical
Investigation Data
Report will only
include one month,
or less, of baseline
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monitoring data. If
this is CZN’s
intention, Board
staff suggest that
the Permafrost
Management and
Monitoring Plan
should be revised
and re‐submitted
(for review)
including
justification as to
how ≤ one month
of data is sufficient
for baseline so
reviewers
understand that
this is CZN’s new
intention.

additional details on the
installation timeline of GTCs
was made in the review
comments submitted in May,
2019.
Recommendation 1) ENR
recommends that CZN clarify
the timelines for GTC and SBT
installation, the Winter 2020
geotechnical work, as well as
when the associated
reporting can be expected.

7

Topic: Ground
Temperature
Instrumentation
Locations

Comment In Section 6.2, CZN
states that the locations of
the ground temperature
instrumentation have been
refined based on findings
from the 2018 and 2019
geotechnical investigations. It
isn't clear how the results of
previous investigations were
used to refine these
locations, or whether the
total number of locations
increased or decreased based
on these results.
Recommendation 1) ENR
recommends that CZN
provide additional detail on
the criteria used to refine the
number of instrumentation
locations, and clarify how the
number and locations
changed from that which was
previously proposed. If this
information has been
presented elsewhere, a
reference should be included
in the text.

Jan 28: This information is
presented in the 2018/2019
Geotechnical Investigations
Report provided in Appendix
C. A reference to Appendix C
will be added in this section
of the PMP.

Noted. Board staff
recommend that
the Board direct
CZN to update the
Plan with a
reference to the
appropriate
section of
Appendix C.

8

Topic:
Thermokarst

Comment Section 5.5
describes the presence of

Jan 28: The geophysical
overland surveying to be

Noted.
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thermokarst terrain, but does
not include controls or
mitigation measures that will
be used during construction
in these areas.
Recommendation 1) ENR
recommends that CZN clarify
the controls and mitigation
measures that will be used in
areas with thermokarst‐
prone terrain, as directed by
the Board.

completed during the Winter
Geotechnical Investigation
Program is expected to
identify any new or
unexpected thermokarsts
along the ASR alignment,
although the probability of
encountering new
thermokarsts with no surficial
evidence is low. The potential
for sinkhole development
and instability from an
unidentified thermokarst is
very small. If potential new
thermokarsts are detected,
these are likely to be small,
and relatively minor
adjustments to the ASR
alignment could be made.

Topic: Adaptive Comment Section 7.1.1
Management
describes the low action level
as being the appearance of
tension cracking less than
50mm or signs of settlements
or sinkholes less than 50mm.
The response action is that
performance monitoring will
continue at regular intervals,
and that no further response
actions are warranted. ENR
notes that if meeting the low
action level does not trigger a
response action, the low
action level should be re‐
defined. The goal of the low
action level is to take early
actions from preventing any
additional disturbance from
occurring. As currently
defined, the first response
actions would not occur until
a medium action level when
the cracking has grown to be
greater than 50 mm, but less
than 150 mm. An example of
a typical low action level
response action would be to
increase monitoring
frequency, and investigate
possible causes for the

Jan 28: OK, the Low Action
Level response will be revised
per Parks Canada ID 7
response.

Control and
Mitigation
Measures

9

Board staff suggest
the Board direct
CZN to update the
Low Action Level
response in
accordance with
PC‐7.
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cracking.
Recommendation 1) ENR
recommends revising the low
action level response to
include additional actions to
respond to a low action level
trigger, and prevent any
cracks or sinkholes from
developing further.
10 Topic: Fully
Instrumented
Road Sections

Comment In the May, 2019
review, ENR recommended
that CZN clarify when the
fully instrumented road
sections would be selected,
and a Board Directive
required CZN to provide
details about the selection
for the two fully
instrumented road sections.
Section 6.3 proposes two
sections of road; however, it
isn't clear how these sections
were selected. It is noted that
these locations may be
further refined based on
results of the Winter 2020
geotechnical investigation
program; however, it isn't
clear what findings would
result in a change of location.
As noted in a previous
comment, it is also not clear
when the Winter 2020
geotechnical investigation
program is expected to begin.
Recommendation 1) ENR
recommends that CZN
provide additional detail on
selection criteria and timing
for a final selection for the
fully instrumented road
sections as directed by the
Board.

Jan 28: Fully‐instrumented
monitoring sections will be
selected following the Winter
Geotechnical Investigation
Program in the following
April based on results from
boreholes planned near each
proposed location. Criteria
for selection of these
monitoring sections will
include presence of
permafrost conditions,
terrain type of interest, and
instrumentation accessibility.

11 None

Comment None
Recommendation 2) ENR
recommends that CZN
provide additional detail on
the installation timing for the
fully instrumented road
sections.

Jan 28: Fully‐instrumented
Noted.
monitoring sections will be
installed following the Phase
2 (ASR) construction of that
particular road section. The
instrumentation is to be
installed within the road

Noted. Board staff
suggest the Board
direct CZN to
include the criteria
for selection of
these monitoring
sections in the
Plan.
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embankment once it is
constructed.
12 Topic: Baseline
Data ‐ Fully
Instrumented
Road Sections

Comment ENR notes that the
currently proposed locations
for the fully instrumented
road sections don't align with
locations of ground
temperature
instrumentation, particularly
KP 143.5 to KP 144. It isn't
clear what, if any, baseline
data has been collected in
these locations. Without
adequate baseline
monitoring, it isn't clear how
CZN will detect any changes
related to construction of the
ASR.
Recommendation 1) ENR
recommends that CZN
provide additional
information regarding the
collection of baseline data in
the areas proposed as fully
instrumented monitoring
sections.

Jan 28: One of the proposed
GTCs for each Fully‐
Instrumented Monitoring
Section will be installed
during the Winter
Geotechnical Investigation
Program to monitor and
establish baseline ground
temperatures at these
locations.

Noted.

GNWT ‐ Lands ‐ Dehcho Region: Kyle Christiansen
ID

Topic

1

Permafrost
Management
and Monitoring
Plan

Reviewer
Proponent Response
Comment/Recommendation

Board Staff
Analysis

Jan 28: N/A
Comment Inspectors from
the Department of Lands
reviewed the Permafrost
Management and Monitoring
Plan. Inspectors have no
comments.
Recommendation Not
applicable.

Noted.

Reviewer
Proponent Response
Comment/Recommendation

Board Staff
Analysis

MVLWB: Kim Murray
ID

Topic

1

3.2 Interpreted Comment The summary of
Permafrost
known permafrost conditions
Conditions
under 3.2 includes data from
geotechnical investigations
conducted in 2012 and 2014.
Could the depth to top of
permafrost (active layer)
change over a time period of

Jan 28: Yes, the depth to top Adequate
of permafrost could change response.
over a period of 6‐8 years;
however, the important
information is that
permafrost was identified at
these locations and is likely
still present. No
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6‐8 years?
Recommendation Please
discuss using data from 6‐8
years ago to determine
current permafrost
conditions and implications
any possible changes to the
data since it was collected
could have on the PMMP.

instrumentation was installed
in any of the 2012 and 2014
boreholes so the current
permafrost conditions cannot
be known without further
investigation.

Jan 28: The scouting
methodology should
reference Allnorth and Tetra
Tech's previous
reconnaissance work
completed in 2014 and 2018,
not 2018 and 2019. Scouting
during 2019 occurred in
August while the majority of
the investigation program
occurred in September.

2

5.1 Road
Alignment

Comment Under 5.1 it states
that: Scouting was completed
in August 2019 using a similar
methodology to the 2018 and
2019 geotechnical
investigation programs
completed by Tetra Tech and
Allnorth, which included
considerable site
reconnaissance.
Recommendation The
methodology for the scouting
is not clear based on this
section, given that it
references the 2019
geotechnical investigation
program. Above (3.2.2) it
states that the 2019
geotechnical investigation
program occurred in
September. Were different
activities conducted in
August 2019 compared to
September 2019 to complete
scouting? Please clarify.

3

5.3
Watercourse
Crossings

Comment Under 5.3 it states: Jan 28: OK
The SCP provides guidance on
responses and actions that
could be followed from
drainage blockages. Is CZN
referring to Section 2.6 of the
SCP and the possible use of
water bars to ensure natural
drainage courses are
maintained and potenital
ponding of water is
minimized?

Board staff suggest
that the Board
direct CZN to
update section 5.1
to reflect the
Proponent
response.

Board staff suggest
that the Board
direct CZN to
update section 5.3
to reflect the
Proponent
commitment to
update the Plan.

Recommendation Please
update the PMMP to include
a reference to the section of
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the SCP that is being to
referred to in the sentence.
4

5.4 Snow
Accumulation

Comment This section
references the Traffic Control
Mitigation, Operations, and
Maintenance Plan.
Recommendation In order to
provide clarity to reviewers,
please update the PMMP to
include the correct full name
of the plan (Traffic Control
and Mitigation and Road
Operations and Maintenance
Plan).

Jan 28: OK, "Traffic Control
Mitigation and Road
Operations and Maintenance
Plan" (TCMROMP).

Board staff suggest
that the Board
direct CZN to
update section 5.4
with the correct
name of the Plan
(Traffic Control
Mitigation and
Road Operations
and Maintenance
Plan).

5

5.4 Snow
Accumulation

Comment It is unclear where
in the Traffic Control and
Mitigation and Road
Operations and Maintenance
Plan the guidelines for snow
removal is outlined.
Recommendation Please
clarify, and update the PMMP
to include a reference to the
section of the TCMROMP
where the guidelines for
snow removal is outlined.

Jan 28: OK, we will include a
reference in the PMMP) to
snow management in the
TCMROMP, Section 6.2.

Board staff suggest
that the Board
direct CZN to
update section 5.4
to reflect the
Proponent
commitment to
update the Plan
with the reference
to Section 6.2 of
the TCMROMP.

6

6.1
Performance
Monitoring

Jan 28: OK, we will update
Comment Under 6.1 it
this statement.
indicates that completed
inspection reports and
findings will be interpreted
and reported in CZN's Annual
Permit Report to be
submitted to the MVLWB and
PC following PWR
deactivation.
Recommendation Similar to
the Permit, CZN is required to
submit a summary and
interpretation of any
monitoring results under the
MVLWB Water Licences
(MV2014L8‐0006 and
MV2019L8‐0002) and Parks
Canada Water Licence
(PC2014L8‐0006). Please
update the statement to
"Completed inspection
reports and findings will be
interpreted and reported in
CZN's Annual Permit and

Board staff suggest
the Board direct
CZN to update the
statement
according to the
Proponent’s
commitment.
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Water Licence Report to be
submitted to the MVLWB and
PC following PWR
deactivation".
7

6.2 Ground
Temperature
Monitoring

Comment Under 6.2 it states
that: data loggers will be
connected to the
instrumentation to collect
ground temperature data
daily. Does this mean that a
ground temperature
measurement will be logged
once every 24 hour period?
Or will it be logged more
frequently and averaged
daily? If one measurement
will be taken every 24 hours,
is this adequate to capture
daily temporal variability in
order to establish baseline
ground temperatures for
permafrost areas?
Recommendation Please
clarify, including justification
for the exact frequency. If an
averaging method will be
used, please describe.

Jan 28: Ground temperatures
will be logged once every 24
hours at a consistent time of
the day (i.e. 12 PM).
Measuring ground
temperatures once daily is
adequate for capturing any
changes in the ground
thermal regime. Significant
changes in permafrost
ground temperatures often
take months to become
apparent, therefore, taking
daily ground temperature
measurements will be quite
sufficient.

8

6.4 Climatic
Data Reviews

Comment In 6.4 it explains
that Climatic Data Reviews
will be compiled and
reviewed on an annual basis
to assist with interpreting
observed ground
temperatures measured
along the ASR and help
illustrate fluctuations in air
and ground temperatures.
Recommendation Can CZN
confirm where Environment
and Climate Change Canada
weather stations are present
and that no additional
weather stations should be
installed along the road to
support the ground
temperature data?

Noted.
Jan 28: ECCC weather
stations that will be used for
Climatic Data Reviews include
Yohin Lake, Deadmen Valley,
and Nahanni Butte. The Mine
site station (Cadillac Mine)
will also be used.
Temperature data from these
four stations will be sufficient
to support the Climatic Data
Reviews and no additional
weather stations are
required.

9

6.4 Climatic
Data Review ‐
reporting

Comment In 6.4 it indicates
that data reviewed will be
performed following PWR
deactivation and will be

Jan 28: The Winter
Geotechnical Investigation
Report would be best
submitted as part of the

Noted. The
statement that
“significant
changes in
permafrost ground
temperatures
often take months
to become
apparent” further
supports a need
for CZN to explain
why only one
month of baseline
data would be
appropriate (see
Board staff analysis
to ENR‐6).

Noted.
Board staff note
that future
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interpreted and reported as Phase 2 (ASR) Design and
Construction Plan, since it
part of the Winter 2020
primarily informs that Plan.
Geotechnical Investigation
Report that will be submitted
to MVLWB and PC. The
MVLWB and PC Permits and
Water Licences do not
specifically include the
requirement for a
Geotechnical Investigation
Report, although the PMMP
must include a summary of
findings from baseline
collection and how it will be
used to inform detailed and
final design of the Winter
Road, All Season Road,
Borrow Pits, and other
infrastructure in a way that
anticipates and avoids
Permafrost degradation and
associted impacts on the
surrounding environment. As
per the Permits and Water
Licences, CZN may propose
revisions of the PMMP at any
time by submitting a revised
plan to the Board for
approval a minimum of 90
days prior to implementing
the change (e.g. see
MV2014L8‐0006 Part B
condition 9). Could the
Geotechnical Investigation
Report CZN is referring to in
the comment be attached to
an updated PMMP? Or would
it be more appropriately
contained within an Annual
Permit and Water Licence
Report?
Recommendation Please
clarify a reporting mechanism
for the Winter 2020
Geotechnical Investigation
Report.
10 6.3 Fully‐
Instrumented
Monitoring
Sections ‐

Comment 6.3 indicates that
the fully instrumented
monitoring sections will
include settlement survey

Jan 28: Fully‐instrumented
monitoring sections will be
installed during Phase 2 (ASR)
construction. Monitoring for

Permafrost
Management and
Monitoring Plans
may benefit from
having the Winter
Geotechnical
Investigation
Report attached,
or at least
referenced.

Appropriate
response. Board
staff suggest that
the Board include a
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survey
monuments
and standpipe
piezometer

11 Access Road
Map Book and
2018
Geotechnical
Investigation
Report

monuments and standpipe
piezometers. It then indicates
that monitoring sections
would be read with the same
frequency and would
undergo the same quality
control checks as the ground
temperature instrumentation
described in Section 6.2.
However, Section 6.2 only
provides details about
ground temperature
monitoring using Ground
Temperature Cables (GTCs)
and Single Bead Thermistors
(SBTs).
Recommendation Please
discuss the frequency of
monitoring and quality
control checks for the
settlement survey
monuments and standpipe
piezometer.

the survey settlement
monuments and piezometers
will be done on a monthly
basis once installed. Quality
control checks for the survey
settlement monuments
would include a proper as‐
built survey of the monument
once installed and visual
inspection for damage or
movement during each
monthly reading. Quality
control checks for the
standpipe piezometers would
include offsite QC testing and
calibration following
manufacturing and then field
tested prior to installation,
similar to the quality control
checks for ground
temperature cables.

Board Directive for
CZN to consider
updating the plan
with this
information in
order to ensure it
is included in the
Plan for when it is
resubmitted for
Phase 2.

Comment The links for
Appendix A and B do not
work.
Recommendation Please
update the PMMP with links
from the MVLWB Public
Registry that work in the
Plan.

Jan 28: OK, we will update
the links for Appendices A
and B.

Board staff suggest
the Board direct
CZN to update the
Plan to include this
information.

Parks Canada: Audrey Steedman
Reviewer
Proponent Response
Comment/Recommendation

ID

Topic

1

Permafrost
Comment Pre‐construction
Management
scouting for unexpected
Plan‐Section 5.1 permafrost terrain is a
proposed mitigation
measure. It is unclear who
will be completing this
activity, if that person has the
necessary skill set and/or
tools to assess the site
conditions for unexpected
permafrost.
Recommendation Provide
further detail on the skill set
requirements for who will
complete the pre‐

Jan 28: CZN's Construction
Manager (CM) will complete
pre‐construction scouting as
Phase 1 (PWR) progresses.
The CM will be familiar with
the ASR alignment and the
potential permafrost
identifiers that may be
encountered, such as
drunken forests, hummocks,
sedge wetlands, patterned
ground, poljes, thermokarsts,
as well as organic covered
slopes with black spruce,

Board Staff
Analysis
Board staff
propose the Board
direct CZN to
update 5.1 of the
Plan to include the
details explained in
response to the
review comment.
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construction scouting and
provide a list of
characteristics that will be
used to identify permafrost
conditions.
2

Permafrost
Comment Management of
Management
snow drifting and
Plan‐Section 5.4 accumulation is noted as a
method to manage
permafrost degradation.
Specifically, snow fences and
regrading the NTWRS side
slopes are two strategies that
may be implemented. These
specific permafrost
management strategies are
not explicitly included within
the adaptive management
responses within the Traffic
Control, Operations and
Maintenance Plan.
Recommendation Include in
the Traffic Control,
Operations and Maintenance
Plan the use of snow fences
and regrading the NTWRS
side slopes within the
adaptive management
program for the road.

3

Permafrost
Management
Plan‐Section 6.1
and 7.1

Comment Performance
monitoring, which will largely
rely on visual inspections by
the Construction Manager, is
proposed where permafrost
degradation or thaw
settlement could occur. Signs
of degradation will inform
the adaptive management
response. No inspection form
is provided that can be
utilized in the field to record
the observations and the
severity of the observed
degradation or settlement.
Recommendation Provide an
inspection form that can be
used by the Construction
Manager to document the
performance monitoring for
permafrost and the

tamarack, willow, or birch
trees.

Jan 28: OK, we will update
the TCMROMP's adaptive
management responses to
reflect the use of snow
fences and/or regrading.

Noted. Board staff
propose that the
Board direct CZN
to update the
TCMROMP
according to the
response to the
review comment.

Jan 28: OK, we will provide
an inspection form specific to
permafrost performance
monitoring.

Board staff
propose the Board
direct CZN to
update the Plan to
include the
inspection form
that can be used
by the
Construction
Manager to
document the
performance
monitoring for
permafrost and the
associated
adaptive
management
response action.
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associated adaptive
management response
action.
4

Jan 28: Agreed, based on the Adequate
Comment Instrumentation
Permafrost
response.
results of the Winter
for ground temperature
Management
Geotechnical Investigation.
Plan‐Section 6.2 monitoring is proposed for
various Project locations. The
proposed program was
developed with consideration
to the information available
to date and plans for future
design and construction.
Additional ground
temperature installations
may be warranted in future
years based on the outcomes
of the 2020 winter
geotechnical investigation
and the needs for the winter
road and all season road
designs and performance
monitoring.
Recommendation Additional
permafrost baseline
information may be required
in future years.

5

Permafrost
Management
Plan, Section
6.2

Comment In Section 6.2,
under 'Permafrost Zones', it
states that "Additional GTCs
will also be installed, prior to
construction, in undisturbed
permafrost adjacent to the
ASR for acquiring baseline
ground temperature data." It
is unclear whether the
boreholes for the additional
GTCs are included within the
37 boreholes currently
identified in the plan.
Recommendation If these
"additional GTCs" will be
installed within the 37
boreholes identified in the
plan, please note which GTCs
are being installed in
undisturbed permafrost
(adjacent to the ASR) in
Appendix D. If additional
boreholes will be drilled,
please note how many GTCs

Noted.
Jan 28: Boreholes for the
"Additional GTCs" are
included within the 37
boreholes currently identified
in the PMMP. All of the GTCs
installed during Phase 1 will
initially be in largely
undisturbed permafrost areas
as no road construction will
have taken place.
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will be used to monitor
undisturbed permafrost,
where they will be installed,
and whether they will be
installed at the same time as
the GTCs that will be installed
through the centreline of the
road embankment.
6

Permafrost
Management
Plan, Figure B;
Review
Comment
Reference
ECCC‐17

Comment Some components Jan 28: OK
of the Legend in the
Permafrost Map of Canada
(Figure B) remain unreadable.
Recommendation Please
consider updating Figure B to
the 1995 version of the
Permafrost Map of Canada
and include the following in
the figure caption: 1) the
permafrost categories and
corresponding colours and 2)
a link to where the document
can be accessed online.

7

Permafrost
Management
Plan, Section
7.1.1

Comment The response
described in this section for a
low action level trigger is as
follows "If PWR conditions
meet the Low Action Level
criteria, performance
monitoring will continue at
the regular intervals
identified in the Permafrost
Monitoring Program (Section
6.0). No further response or
actions are warranted at this
response level. " It is unclear
why this is considered a
response.
Recommendation Unless
there are changes to the
monitoring or mitigations
that were in place prior to
the observation of the low
action level trigger, please
consider removing Section
7.1.1 as continuing regular
monitoring in the same way
and at the same frequency as
was done prior to the
observation of the trigger is
not a response.

Jan 28: Performance
monitoring of the affected
area will be increased to
twice weekly in response to a
Low Action Level trigger (as
opposed to weekly during
regular performance
monitoring).

Board staff
propose a Board
directive for CZN to
update Figure B of
the Plan.

Board staff
propose CZN
update the Plan to
reflect the
response to the
review comment.
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8

Permafrost
Management
Plan,
Conformity
Table Permits,
WL 2(f)‐
subscript 1.

Comment The WL requires "A
mechanism for reporting and
interpreting the baseline,
short‐ and long‐term
monitoring data" CZN
indicates "Long‐term
monitoring is not applicable
to the PWR given the short
period between installation
of monitoring
instrumentation and the start
of Phase 2 ASR Construction.
Additionally, the NTWRS to
be constructed as part of the
PWR will not be in areas of
suspected permafrost"
Understanding that the PWR
and the ASR are two different
phases of construction, the
monitoring program for the
entire project must be
developed and reported on
as one project. The work that
is being proposed during the
PWR will set the stage and
gather the baseline required
for the monitoring of the
entire project.
Recommendation Ensure
that Schedule 4, Part F, 2(f) of
WL PC2014L8‐0006
requirement is fulfilled.

Jan 28: We agree with the
Noted.
statement that "the work
that is being proposed during
the PWR will set the stage
and gather the baseline
required for the monitoring
of the entire project". Ground
temperature instrumentation
will collect baseline ground
temperature data during
Phase 1. The same
instrumentation will be used
to monitor throughout Phase
2 (ASR), both short‐ and long‐
term. Monitoring frequencies
may be revised based on
stabilization of the ground's
thermal regime.

Racher Consulting: Kathy Racher
Reviewer
Proponent Response
Comment/Recommendation

Board Staff
Analysis

Joint
submission of
LÃ Ã DLII
KUÂ´EÂ´ FIRST
NATION (LKFN)
and NAHA
DEHÃ‰ DENE
BAND (NDDB)

Comment Note the KRacher
Consulting is submitting
these comments on behalf of
the LKFN and the NDDB.
Recommendation None

Noted.

Phase 1
Permafrost
Management
Plan

Comment We see that
recommendations from our
consultant on a previous
version of the plan have been
addressed in this version. The
LKFN and NDDB have no

Noted.

ID

Topic

1

2
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further comments or
recommendations on the
Phase 1 Permafrost
Management Plan (dated
December 2019)
Recommendation n/a
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Jacqueline Ho
Regulatory Specialist
Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board
7th Floor – 4910 50th Avenue
P.O. Box 2130
Yellowknife, NT
X1A 2P6

January 21, 2020

Dear Ms. Ho,
Re:

Canadian Zinc Corp. (CZN)
Water Licence – PC2014L8-0006
Land Use Permit – PC2014F0013
PCASR - Permafrost Management and Monitoring Plan Version 2
Request for Comment

The Department of Environment and Natural Resources (ENR), Government of the
Northwest Territories has reviewed the plan at reference based on its mandated
responsibilities under the Environmental Protection Act, the Forest Management Act,
the Forest Protection Act, the Species at Risk (NWT) Act, the Waters Act and the
Wildlife Act and provides the following comments and recommendations for the
consideration of the Board.
Topic 1: Revision History Table and Summaries
Comment(s):
Comparison between the PMP V1 and V2 indicated several other changes in the first
five sections of V1. For example, Sections 4.1 - Road Construction and Borrow Pit
Development, 4.2 - Road Operations, 5.1 - Permafrost Identification and 5.4 –
Embankment Design were removed, while important changes were also noted such
as in Section 3 relating to Project Description.

ENR notes that Part B: Item 10 of MV2014L8-0006 and MV2019L8-0002 states that
“The Licensee shall submit revised plans, reports, studies, and programs from Phase
1, Phase 2, and Phase 3 to the Board for approval, unless otherwise directed by the
Board. … Any revisions submission shall include a revision history table and
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summary of the revision previously made.” A brief ‘Revision History’ Table was
provided at the beginning of the PMP V2; however, no summary details explaining
these changes (along with associated locations (p. #) where these changes were
made in the document) could be found.
Recommendation(s):

1) ENR recommends that the revision history table be updated to include all
revisions and updates between V1 and V2 of the plan.
Topic 2: Phase 1 (Winter Road), Phase 2 & Phase 3
Comment(s):
Additional permafrost investigations were conducted, as required under the EA
1415-01, Measure 12-1 Part 1 and Part 2. The rationale for modifying PMP V1
initially prepared for the All Season Road to a reduced version (PMP V2) relating
only/mostly to the winter road (Phase 1), isn’t clear. The following excerpts may
provide further context to Permafrost Management Plans, with respect to various
phases:
• “Measure 12-1, Part 1 of EA requires the Permafrost Management and
Monitoring Plan to inform the design and construction of the Project and
prevent impacts on the environment from the Project during construction.
Therefore, the Licensee is required to submit this Plan for the Board’s
approval prior to commencement of Phase 1 activities. The Licensee is
required to describe the permafrost management and monitoring activities
associated with each phase.” [P. 30 of 72 of the MV2014L8-0006 Reasons for
Decision].

• “The Board recognizes that the Plan may require revision in subsequent
phases. If changes to the permafrost management and monitoring activities
are proposed after it is approved, the Licensee must submit the revised
Permafrost Management and Monitoring Plan to the Board for approval prior
to implementing the proposed changes. Part B, Condition 10, applies to the
Permafrost Management and Monitoring Plan if the Licensee proposes
changes to the Plan for Phase 2 and Phase 3 activities. The revised Plan must
be approved by the Board prior to commencing Phase 2 or Phase 3 activities.”
[P. 30 of 72 of the MV2014L8-0006 Reasons for Decision].

• “The Board understands that the Report of EA0809-002 considers the
activities for Prairie Creek Mine and the Winter Road. However, the Report of
EA0809-002 was released on December 8 2011, and subsequently the Mining
Licence MV2008L2-0002 and Permit MV2008D0014 were issued by the
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Board on June 14 2013. Both documents were released before CZN applied
for the ASR Project on April 16, 2014 and the release of Report EA1415-01 for
the ASR Project. [P. 28 of 72 of the Reasons for Decision].

Recommendation(s):

1) ENR recommends that future PMPs are consistent between versions. This would
enable ease of comparison to future version and PMP components should be
easily identified and followed through each Phase (Phase 1, Phase 2 and Phase
3), while ensuring systematic permafrost monitoring and adaptive management
(EA1415-01 Review Board Decision and Conclusion).
Topic 3: Figure B – Permafrost Map of Canada
Comment(s):
The legend in Figure B has not been updated, and is still not legible.
Recommendation(s):

1) ENR recommends that CZN update Figure B so that it is legible.

Topic 4: Use of Baseline Data
Comment(s):

The Conformity Table – Permits lists Section 3.2.3 as the section that addresses the
Board’s requirement to provide a summary of findings from baseline collection and
how it will be used to inform detailed design of infrastructure in a way that
anticipates and avoids permafrost degradation and associated impacts on the
surrounding environment.
ENR notes that while Section 3.2.3 summarizes the number of borehole locations
that were found to intersect permafrost, and Appendix D includes additional detail
on the noted permafrost locations, this section does not provide any description of
how the baseline data will be used to inform detailed design, or avoid permafrost
degradation impacts.

ENR notes that it also isn’t clear how the estimate of permafrost sections along the
ASR route decreased from 73 km to as low as 25 km. If these details are presented
elsewhere, it would be helpful to reference it here.
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Recommendation(s):
1) ENR recommends that CZN provide additional detail on how baseline data will
be used to inform detailed, and final design of the Winter Road, All Season Road,
Borrow Pits, and other infrastructure in a way that anticipates and avoids
permafrost degradation and associated impacts on the surrounding
environment, as directed by the Board.

2) ENR recommends that if there is additional information presented elsewhere
regarding the revised estimate of permafrost present along the ASR alignment, a
reference be included in the text.
Topic 5: Ground Temperature Monitoring and Reporting
Comment(s):
Section 6.2 states that Ground Temperature Cables (GTCs) and Single Bead
Thermistors (SBTs) will be installed along the ASR alignment after PWR
construction, prior to ASR construction, and during the Winter 2020 geotechnical
investigation program. Given that CZN states that ground temperatures require a
minimum of three months of monitoring to establish baseline ground temperatures,
it isn’t clear if there will be sufficient time for these results to be interpreted and
reported as part of the Winter 2020 Geotechnical Investigation Report. It is also isn’t
clear when baseline monitoring will begin.
ENR notes that a similar comment regarding additional details on the installation
timeline of GTCs was made in the review comments submitted in May, 2019.
Recommendation(s):

1) ENR recommends that CZN clarify the timelines for GTC and SBT installation, the
Winter 2020 geotechnical work, as well as when the associated reporting can be
expected.
Topic 6: Ground Temperature Instrumentation Locations
Comment(s):
In Section 6.2, CZN states that the locations of the ground temperature
instrumentation have been refined based on findings from the 2018 and 2019
geotechnical investigations. It isn’t clear how the results of previous investigations
were used to refine these locations, or whether the total number of locations
increased or decreased based on these results.
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Recommendation(s):
1) ENR recommends that CZN provide additional detail on the criteria used to
refine the number of instrumentation locations, and clarify how the number and
locations changed from that which was previously proposed. If this information
has been presented elsewhere, a reference should be included in the text.

Topic 7: Thermokarst Control and Mitigation Measures
Comment(s):

Section 5.5 describes the presence of thermokarst terrain, but does not include
controls or mitigation measures that will be used during construction in these areas.
Recommendation(s):

1) ENR recommends that CZN clarify the controls and mitigation measures that will
be used in areas with thermokarst-prone terrain, as directed by the Board.

Topic 8: Adaptive Management
Comment(s):

Section 7.1.1 describes the low action level as being the appearance of tension
cracking less than 50mm or signs of settlements or sinkholes less than 50mm. The
response action is that performance monitoring will continue at regular intervals,
and that no further response actions are warranted.

ENR notes that if meeting the low action level does not trigger a response action, the
low action level should be re-defined. The goal of the low action level is to take early
actions from preventing any additional disturbance from occurring. As currently
defined, the first response actions would not occur until a medium action level when
the cracking has grown to be greater than 50 mm, but less than 150 mm.

An example of a typical low action level response action would be to increase
monitoring frequency, and investigate possible causes for the cracking.
Recommendation(s):

1) ENR recommends revising the low action level response to include additional
actions to respond to a low action level trigger, and prevent any cracks or
sinkholes from developing further.
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Topic 9: Fully Instrumented Road Sections
Comment(s):
In the May, 2019 review, ENR recommended that CZN clarify when the fully
instrumented road sections would be selected, and a Board Directive required CZN
to provide details about the selection for the two fully instrumented road sections.

Section 6.3 proposes two sections of road; however, it isn’t clear how these sections
were selected. It is noted that these locations may be further refined based on
results of the Winter 2020 geotechnical investigation program; however, it isn’t
clear what findings would result in a change of location. As noted in a previous
comment, it is also not clear when the Winter 2020 geotechnical investigation
program is expected to begin.
Recommendation(s):

1) ENR recommends that CZN provide additional detail on selection criteria and
timing for a final selection for the fully instrumented road sections as directed by
the Board.

2) ENR recommends that CZN provide additional detail on the installation timing
for the fully instrumented road sections.
Topic 10: Baseline Data – Fully Instrumented Road Sections

Comment(s):
ENR notes that the currently proposed locations for the fully instrumented road
sections don’t align with locations of ground temperature instrumentation,
particularly KP 143.5 to KP 144. It isn’t clear what, if any, baseline data has been
collected in these locations. Without adequate baseline monitoring, it isn’t clear how
CZN will detect any changes related to construction of the ASR.
Recommendation(s):

1) ENR recommends that CZN provide additional information regarding the
collection of baseline data in the areas proposed as fully instrumented
monitoring sections.

Comments and recommendations were provided by ENR technical experts in the
Water Management and Monitoring Division and the Dehcho Region and were
coordinated and collated by the Environmental Assessment and Monitoring Section
(EAM), Environmental Stewardship and Climate Change Division.
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Should you have any questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact Patrick
Clancy, Environmental Regulatory Analyst at (867) 767-9233 Ext: 53096 or email
patrick_clancy@gov.nt.ca.
Sincerely,

Patrick Clancy
Environmental Regulatory Analyst
Environmental Assessment and Monitoring Section
Environmental Stewardship and Climate Change Division
Department of Environment and Natural Resources
Government of the Northwest Territories
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